
            

Bow 
Most beginner programs use a 62" 15-18 lb draw recurve bow, which is suitable for youth (or beginner adults, if the 
program is mixed). 

A recurve, 3-part take down bow, makes transportation easier, can be stored easily, plus the limbs can be changed 
out, expanding equipment options rather than purchasing an entire new bow.

If your budget is limited, students will typically prefer a better grade bow over the plastic/Fiberglas bows, and are 
willing to share/rotate, to shoot better equipment.
Start with light poundage (14-20lbs) pull, to perfect "form", and aid in successful results..`

Other options if your program is large and you can afford various sizes:
54" for 8-12yr; 62" for 11-15yr; 66" for intermediates, 68" young adult/adult 

Sight 
Optional, improves aiming. Results in less lost arrows.
Select good basic aiming, with adjustment for windage, quick bow mount

Finger Tabs 
These leather or rubber/plastic protectors for finger tips to prevent the strings from destroying fingers . Right or 
left handed

Armguard 
Worn on bow arm to protect it in case the string strikes bow arm. Longer ones are best for new or younger 

archers. Elbows often extend into the string release field.

Arrows
Basic aluminum arrows-Easton "Jazz" , Easton Blues arrows are durable and economical. 

It is important that the archer be measured for the correct size arrow length at the onset of any class- too 
short and arrows end up striking archers hand. If you get arrows that are too heavy/big, it will cause 
nothing but frustration. Arrows are sold by the dozen. Price list will have suggestions on dispensing 
arrows by labeling each length with a different nock color.

Quiver
A case that is generally attached to belt or waist that will carry arrows. These keep youth from walking with 

arrows as they return to the shooting line.
Also, ground quiver, often used in camp settings,penetrates ground and holds arrows and bow at shooting line.

Nocking pliers:
Used for crimping brass nock set to the bow string. Also some with nock remover.

Bowsquare
Used for checking and adjusting the bracing height & tiller, set nocking point and kisser location of bow.

Stringer:
Portable,used to brace up recurve bows

   
Target faces:

Target:

Several types, depends on storage availability, or if permanent set up required.       Colored paper face, attached to 
target with pins , various sizes 

http://www.eastonarchery.com/products/youth/jazz/default.asp


Types of Archery
There are two main forms of archery,

Target Archery

This is the type of archery you are most likely to be familiar with, and is the Olympic form of the sport. It 
consists of shooting a given number of arrows at targets at a set distance.

Field Archery

Takes place on a course of targets set out in rough country (often woodland). The shooting distances are 
fequently unmarked so that archers have to rely on judgement and instinct. As well as the traditional targets, 
field archery can also include animal targets.

Other forms include:

Clout and flight

Styles of Bow
A quick look at our bows section will show you the vast range of 
bows available. They can be broken down into four types:

Fibreglass

These are the basic beginners bows, these are good for children 
showing an interest in archery, but a recurve bow is more suitable if 
the child wishes to pursue the sport further. 

Recurve

This is the only bow style allowed at the Olympics. Mainly associated
with target archery, and ideal as a starter bow, recurve is the most 
popular style of archery in the Ireland. 

Compound bows are the newest type of bow, and almost anything is 
allowed as long as it is not electronic. These bows consist of cams to
make drawing the bow easier and giving a much larger weight. 
Accessories include telescopic sights and release aids. 

Traditional

Archery in its simplest form, traditional bow include English Longbows, American Flatbows and Japanese 
Kyudo Bows. Wooden arrows with feathers are usually used. Other accessories include quivers and gloves.

Equipment
We offer a range of beginners' kits that contain all the essentials needed to start shooting.

The Bow:

http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/acatalog/Kits.html
http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/acatalog/Releases.html
http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/acatalog/Sights.html
http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/cgi-bin/ss000002.pl?PRODREF=7&NOLOGIN=1


Right or Left Handed?
If you hold the bow in your left hand and pull the string with your right hand you are RIGHT handed.

If you hold the bow in your right hand and pull the string with your left hand you are LEFT handed.

Finding Your Draw Length & Arrow Length </a>>!!

To find out your approx. draw length hold a tape measure in your bow hand and then pull (draw) the tape 
measure as you would a bow string to the corner of your mouth. Make sure you are standing as if you were 
going to shoot and that your bow arm is out straight and the elbow of the arm you are holding the string with 
is kept high and in-line with your bow arm. You should look like the picture below.

Finding Your Arrow Length

Now you have an idea of you draw length, we advise you add at least 2" to your measurement to get your 
arrow length, this is for personal safety as it can be very dangerous to shoot with an arrow that is too short.

Finding Your Bow Length
Height guide to selecting bow length:

under 5' 6" = 64"                    5' 6"-5' 10" = 66"               5' 10"-6' 2" = 68"  6' 2"& over - 70"

It is important that you remember if you are left or right handed as it will apply to most accessories as well as bows.

Finding Your Draw Weight
There is no set way of finding your draw weight, the best way is to try a few different weights out either at the 
archery shop or at your local club

Here is a rough guide:   Light Limbs 16-20#  Medium Limbs 20-26#  Heavy Limbs 28-32#

Which do you select?

It is safer to select a draw weight that is on the light side as this will most likely cause less physical strain. This is 
especially important for juniors.

Ability to draw is determined firstly by technique and then by strength.

You may want to use the following as a rough guide:

Juniors 16-24lb   Ladies 16-28lb   Men 16-32lb

Finding Your Draw Weight
There is no set way of finding your draw weight, the best way is to try a few different weights out either at the 
archery shop or at your local club

Here is a rough guide:   Light Limbs 16-20#  Medium Limbs 20-26#  Heavy Limbs 28-32#

Which do you select?

It is safer to select a draw weight that is on the light side as this will most likely cause less physical strain. This is 
especially important for juniors.

Ability to draw is determined firstly by technique and then by strength.

You may want to use the following as a rough guide:

Juniors 16-24lb   Ladies 16-28lb   Men 16-32lb

As technique and strength increase it may be possible to increase your draw weight

http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/acatalog/links.html
http://www.archeryworld.co.uk/acatalog/links.html


 Eager to practice your new hobby, you make your way to the archery range and start shooting. Your shots are 
not going where they’re supposed to go, frustrating you. This occurs with many beginners, and to help, here are 
the most useful 6 archery tips that will help you improve your abilities and precision:

Consistent anchor points: An anchor point is the place on your face where you pull the string back to 
consistently. This anchor point should be exactly the same all the time for a consistent grouping of shots. The 
most common is putting the index finger right below your chin with the bowstring barely touching the tip of your 
nose, but you should test different anchors and find the most comfortable anchor points for you.

Bow Handle grip: Your grip on the bow handle should be lax and comfortable. Your first instinct might be to grip
the bow hard to stabilize it, but it has the contrary outcome. A hard grip on the bow will cause it to twist and 
rotate, leading the arrows to lean right or left.

Follow through: It is important to follow through with the shots by keeping your bow arm up and keeping your 
focus on the archery target until the arrow lands. Otherwise, it is very common to lower the bow earlier than 
you’re supposed to which causes the arrow flight path to be changed downward, leading innacurate shots.

Focus and concentration: Whether you’re doing target archery, 3D archery, or bow hunting, it is vital to 
concentrate and focus on one precise spot that you want to hit. You will unconsciously aim at that specific area. 
It is difficult to stay focused all the time, but all you need to do in archery is concentrate on that spot for at most 
10 seconds as you aim and shoot.

Relax: Easier said than done for most people. Relax and clear your mind before you take a shot. A great way to 
do this is to inhale deeply as you’re about to aim, followed by one last big breath, and let it out gradually right 
before releasing the bowstring. A deep breath will calm your nerves and allow you to aim better. When uneasy 
or nervous, your technique will worsen and you are more likely to suddenly move the bow and ruin your aim. 
Being relaxed will easily help your focus and concentration on the target.

Practice: Practice is exceptionally important because it allows you to put in use everything you learned to 
perfect your technique. You can search for all the tips you want, but if you don’t practice them, and you don’t 
consistently do it, then your abilities will not advance. A great quote I had read before about practice and 
mastery: “At the heart of it, mastery is practice. Mastery is staying on the path.”
There is much more to archery form and technique, and there are more aspects of archery that come into play 
when in the field, but these archery tips will go a long way in helping you improve your skills and precision.

Field Archery Rules of Safety

1. Check your equipment before shooting.  Check the limbs for cracks. Never shoot a cracked or bent arrow.
2. Never place an arrow in the bow until you are ready to shoot it.
3. Never shoot an arrow when you cannot see where it will land.
4. Never shoot an arrow straight into the air.
5. Never pull a loaded or unloaded bow in anybody’s direction. Never point an arrow at a person. Never throw 

an arrow.
6. Never stand in the shooting line forward of an archer about to shoot, not only can you destroy the archers 

concentration but you place yourself in danger from a mis-nocked arrow which can fly in any direction on 
release.

7. Whilst someone else is shooting keep your eyes and mind alert for possible danger, at the moment of shooting 
the archers concentration is solely on the target.

8. Where possible danger exists shout STOP!  If you have doubts of any nature, DON’T SHOOT!
9. At least one adult member of a group should always remain standing in front of the target if other members are 

searching for arrows. Alternatively, prop at least one bow or branch in front of target face.
10. Always keep to the marked path from each target to the next shooting stand. Don’t just think things are safe.  

MAKE SURE.
11. Juniors should never leave their group without permission of a responsible adult.
12. Nobody should ever RUN on an archery range.



            

 The Steps to making your shot.

1) Stand at the peg or on the line.
2) Point the ball of your hip towards the target.
3) Settle your stance, keeping your bow shoulder in line with the target.
4) Make sure you are comfortable and steady.
5) Place your arrow in the bow.
6) Place your hand in the bow and push the heal of your palm firmly down and in.
7) Check to see that your thumb is straight along the side of the bow.
8) Straighten your bow arm pushing down to the ground.
9) Place your fingers on the string keeping 60% of the pressure on the middle finger and 20% on each of the other 

two.
10) 10. Take a small pre-draw (about 30mm).
11) 11. When all is set swing the bow up to its position.
12) 12. Draw the bow to the anchor position (breath in as you draw and hold).
13) Keep your “drawing arm” elbow tucked in behind the arrow. (Not sticking out!)
14) Looking at your arrow or site you should now be slightly above the target.  (Note: if you are under
15) never try to force the bow up, put down and start the shot again).
16) Allow the bow to come down to the spot you are aiming at.  
17) Lock up your bow arm.
18) Using your thumb try and keep it in the target.
19) Make sure your anchor point is firm.
20) Relax your fingers and allow the string to pull away.
21) Keep looking at the target and watch your arrow fly.
22) Try to keep the bow up until you hear the arrow hit.
23) As it hits the target let your breath out.
24) When you practice what you are trying to do is (shoot that perfect shot) When you find it
25) “remember it” and try to do it again. Shooting 30 good arrows is far better than shooting 200 bad 

a. ones.
26) When you practice (have a break) making sure you eat and drink to replace any lost sugars.
27) Never shoot when you’re tired or hungry (lack of energy will frustrate you and make you shoot badly).

Advanced Shooting Form

After you have learned the basics, then it's time to practise your new skills.

How you practise, when, how often, where and how much will all decide how quickly you will improve your shooting.
Muscle strengthening and toning exercises will also help.

Practise should be planned. Set yourself attainable improvement goals.
Practise quality of shots, not quantity of shots.
Each and every shot that you do in practise should be the best that you can do.



Advanced Shooting Form Checklist

The following is the 10 basic steps expanded into a detailed checklist that can be used by any archer who is looking to 
improve their shooting form. It can also be used by instructors and coaches when analysing an archer's shooting form.

1. Stance

 a) Feet Position - regular, oblique, reverse oblique, other.
Spread - wide, natural, close.
Turn - heels in, heels out.
Balance - balls of feet, even, heels of feet, other.
Consistent position of feet, arrow to arrow, end to end, distance to distance.
Consistent footwear, footwear with same fit and foot support, heel height. 

 b) Leg Position - knee joint locked, extended, relaxed, bent.
Leg muscles - tensed, relaxed. 

 c) Waist - rotated left, straight, rotated right, tilted forward, tilted back. 

 d) Trunk - rotated left, straight, rotated right, tilted forward, tilted back.
abdomen muscles - tensed, relaxed. 

 e) Shoulders - alignment to target - left, centre, right, consistency. 

 f) Head position - rotation amount.
Tilt - forward, backward, consistency.
Movement during draw of bow, anchor position, release. 

2. Bow Shoulder

 a) Shoulder position - high, natural, low.
Shoulder muscle - tensed, relaxed.
Movement during draw of bow, anchor position, release.
Consistency. 

3. Bow Arm

 a) Bow arm extension - locked, tensed, relaxed.
Bow arm - bent at elbow, direction of bend, amount.
Bow arm - rotated at elbow, amount.
Steadiness during anchor, aiming, release, follow through.
Consistent position - arrow to arrow, end to end, distance to distance. 

4. Bow Hand

 a) Wrist position - high, low
Hand position on bow grip - left, centre, right.
Finger and thumb position - tensed, relaxed, open, closed.
Movement during draw of the bow, anchor position, release, follow through.
Consistency. 

5. String Hand

 a) Finger position on string - consistent position arrow to arrow, end to end.
Finger pressure - top finger, middle finger, bottom finger, even.
Tension - fingers, knuckles, wrist.
Wrist alignment - up, natural, down, bent in, aligned, bent out.



Movement on draw of the bow, anchor, release, follow through.
Consistency. 

6. Anchor

 a) Position - contact points, nose, face, lips, chin, neck.
Consistency of contact points arrow to arrow, end to end, distance to distance.
Pressure at each contact point - light, firm, heavy. Consistency.
Position of teeth - clenched together, closed, open.
Movement during aiming, release. 

7. Drawing Arm

 a) Elbow alignment to arrow - vertical - high, aligned, low.
Elbow alignment to arrow - horizontal - forward, aligned, backward.
Muscle tension - forearm, bicep, shoulder, back.
Movement during the draw of the bow, anchor, aiming, release, follow through.
Consistency. 

8. Hold

 a) Length of hold during aiming - time
Steadiness of hold.
Consistency. 

9. Aiming

 a) Method of aiming - direction of movement to centre of target.
Consistency of movement.
String alignment - consistency of position.
Steadiness of aim. 

10. Final Draw

 a) The amount of draw between anchor position to release position
Consistent amount arrow to arrow, end to end, distance to distance.
Movement - push on bow, pull on string, both push/pull, finger tension.
Consistency of movement. 

11. Release

 a) Activated by - aim position, clicker, time or other factors.
Consistency of movement - fingers, release aid. 

12. Follow Through

 a) Bow hand movement 

 b) Bow arm movement 

 c) Shoulder movement 

 d) String hand movement 

 e) Drawing arm movement 

 f) Stance movement 

13. Check Position

 a) Position of body after Follow Through - consistency. 



14. Breathing

 a) Rhythm of breathing - in during draw of the bow, half out at anchor or slow exhale from anchor to 
release.
Holding time during aim and release.
Relaxing between shots - number of breaths.
Breathing - relaxed, tensed, with chest, with abdomen.
Consistency. 

15. Relaxing between shots

 a) Method - distracted, attentive, concentration.
Preparation for next shot. 

If you think that the above checklist is too much to do during your shooting practise, consider for the 
moment what is involved in the simple skill of walking.
If you go through all the steps involved in taking a step eg.
1. move body balance point over one leg
2. contract leg muscle to lift foot
3. move leg forward
4. move opposite arm forward at same time to maintain balance
5. move body forward, shifting balance point
6. place foot on ground
etc. etc.
If you had to think your way through all the steps involved and which muscles to use and in what order to 
use each muscle, then you would probably still be crawling around on your tummy.

This is what your brain can do for you. Once a new skill is learned, then it is remembered and programmed 
into the brain, so it becomes automatic.

The better you learn a new skill and practise it, the easier it is for your brain to run it automatically without 
you having to 'consciously' think about each step, as in walking.

In archery, the steps involved in shooting an arrow will become automatic, with the only thing left to think 
about should be the aiming.

FITA Award Schemes

FITA Beginner Awards 

FITA award pins for progression in an entry level archery program. The purpose is to reward and motivate beginner archers 
and mark their progression in competency. There are two categories of reward:

FITA Feathers in Red and Gold for young and special needs beginners.

FITA Arrows in white, black, blue, red and gold for everyone.



To qualify for any of these awards an archer has to fulfil certain criteria in terms of:

FITACadet Stars

FITA Cadet Stars are awarded under the same rules as FITA Stars but are only for archers competing in the Cadet (U16) 
category. They are identical to FITA Stars except that any gold colouring on the FITA Star is replaced by silver. Cadet Boys 
shoot 70m,60m,50m,30m while Cadet Girls shoot 60m,50m,40m,30m.

FITA Stars

FITA Stars are available to recurve or compound archers competing in registered FITA Star events and are for Full FITA 
(90m,70m,50m,30m) and Ladies' FITA (70m,60m,50m,30m). FITA Stars are for scores of 1000 (white), 1100 (black), 1200 
(blue), 1300 (red), 1350 (gold) and 1400 (purple). Compound Stars have the gold FITA Star on a coloured circular background 
wheras Recurve Stars, (with the exception of the 1000 Star which has no background), have a coloured shield for a 
background. Only one Star may be claimed for each score although archers may purchase lower level FITA awards if they hold
a higher FITA award than the one they wish to purchase. Claims for 1350+ Compound Stars and 1300+ Recurve Stars are 
individually processed by FITA.

FITA Target Awards 

The FITA Target Award is awarded for the rounds and scores listed below. Only one badge of each colour 
can be claimed regardless of the round shot. 

Event White Black Blue Red Gold Purple

FITA 70m 500 550 600 650 675 700

Half FITA 500 550 600 650 675 700

FITA 900 750 800 830 860 875 890



FITA 60m 500 550 600 650 675 700

FITA 25m 500 525 550 575 585 595

FITA 18m 500 525 550 575 585 595

The FITA 70m, FITA 60m and Half FITA all consist of 72 arrows but the Half FITA involves 18 arrows 
shot at each distance over the round required for a FITA Cadet Star by that archer, (70m,60m,50m and 
30m for boys and 60m,50m,40m and 30m for girls). The FITA 900 is a 90 arrow competition while the 
25m and 18m FITA competitions are 60 arrow indoor events. 

 

FITA Arrowheads

FITA Arrowheads are awarded to archers who meet the specified score over a 24 Target Marked or 
Unmarked rounds in a registered FITA field event. There is no distinction made between Compound and 
Recurve in terms of the award and only one Arrowhead of each colour may be claimed.

Recurve (Red Pegs) and Barebow Recurve (Blue Pegs)

Arrowhead Men Women

Green 198 193

Brown 228 211

Grey 258 241

Black 288 271

White 318 301

Silver 330 313

Gold 340 324



Compound Freestyle and Barebow (both shoot Red Pegs)

Arrowhead Men Women

Green 206 197

Brown 238 226

Grey 269 256

Black 300 286

White 331 316

Silver 344 328

Gold 354 337

Irish Student Archery Association Award Schemes 

Student Awards

Student Awards are available in White, Black, Blue, Red and Gold for scores, as outlined in the table below, 
achieved in an indoor FITA-18. To qualify you must be a current student, or shooting under your Year's grace.

Award Colour Qualification Details 

 

White

 

Novice Recurve: 400+ on 60cm face

Novice Barebow: 350+ on 60cm face

Novice Compound: 400+ 0n Vegas face

 

Black

 

Advanced Recurve: 400+ on 40cm face

Advanced Barebow: 400+ on 60cm face

Advanced Compound: 400+ 0n Vegas face

 Advanced Recurve: 450+ on 40cm face



Blue

 

Advanced Barebow: 450+ on 60cm face

Advanced Compound: 450+ 0n Vegas face

 

Red

 

Advanced Recurve: 500+ on 40cm face

Advanced Barebow: 500+ on 60cm face

Advanced Compound: 500+ 0n Vegas face

 

Gold

 

Advanced Recurve: 550+ on 40cm face

Advanced Barebow: 550+ on 60cm face

Advanced Compound: 550+ 0n Vegas face
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